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5 – 8 December 2013
A benchmark in the designer furnishings market for the perfection, elegant proportions and understated
luxury of its upholstered furniture, Living Divani is sponsor of PULSE Miami, the U.S. fair devoted
exclusively to contemporary art. For the second year running, Living Divani has been invited to use its
comfortable, elegant designs to furnish the VIP lounge at the fair. PULSE Miami is one of the most
awaited events of Miami Art Week held during the renowned Art Basel Miami Beach fair, a very
important appointment for international collectors.
With a few products from its outdoor collection, Living Divani furnishes and decorates a lounge area
reserved for the art world’s leading players attending the fair. The geometric line of Extra Wall sofa
perfectly matches with the light, fresh look of Frog woven chairs; while the unconventional shapes of
Bubble Rock sofas define the space with their smooth lines that give them an aspect of casual, carefree
elegance. The company’s furnishing plan rounds off with three Jelly tables enclosed by the light, discreet
look of few Cafè chairs.
The space is completed by the playful energy of Nathan Yong’s Bolle, which can be used as low tables or
stools in various colours and their strong personality makes a bold statement. Kalè by Mario Ferrarini, is a
low table with pure lines based on the simple shape of the circle that, with the addition of a soft circular
cushion it becomes a practical stool.
Through this cooperation Living Divani confirms its interest in top-class cultural events not only in Italy
but also all over the world.
PULSE Miami – Contemporary Art Fair
The Ice Palace Studios
1400 North Miami Avenue – Miami, FL (USA)
www.pulse-art.com
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